
Warwick survey shows REF rules being bypassed and 
selection guidelines ignored 

Much good research excluded; Interdisciplinary research sidelined; 
Academics left in limbo 

Warwick UCU has conducted a survey of all its members to ask if they had 
received a letter from the Deputy Vice-Chancellor informing them that they 
were to be excluded from the REF.  Forty-four members replied, the largest 
response we have received to any of our surveys.  (We also received 
responses from some members who had recently been moved to teaching-
only contracts who are no longer eligible.)  
 
We wanted to know the grounds on which they were excluded, the process by 
which the decision had been made and what the implications would be for 
them and for research within the university going forward. Above all we 
wanted to see if the guidelines and principles of the national Research 
Excellence Framework and Warwick’s own Code of Practice are in fact being 
upheld. 
 

Main findings in brief:  
 
• The majority of respondents are excluded on ‘quality’ grounds, meaning 

they have enough submissible research but the university judged it to be 
below some threshold (e.g. for some individuals/departments an 
‘average’ of 3*, and for others 3.5*) 

• Selection criteria are not transparent, are applied inconsistently and with 
little regard to inclusivity - in contravention of the stated REF principles. 

• A small number of members have been granted a right of appeal on 
substantive, academic grounds (despite the university having said that it 
would only hear appeals within the context of Equality Legislation) and 
been reinstated. 

• Research is often excluded on the subjective judgement of heads of 
department without having been independently appraised by experts 
external to the university, and in some cases, externals were asked to 
'confirm' HoDs' assessments, not to read and assess the work 
independently. 

• Some research is excluded purely on ‘strategic grounds’. 

• Interdisciplinary research is being excluded without proper appraisal: it 
seems to be routinely described as ‘below the standard required in terms 
of quality’. 

• Some academics complain that the university would rather exclude them 
than ask for their research outputs to be cross-referred to a different 
REF panel. 



• Many members are unclear as to the consequences of exclusion for their 
careers. They are unsure if they are in good standing or not.  



 
 
 

Findings of the Survey 
 
1 The results show that many academics will be excluded despite having 

four ‘REF-able’ papers. The general minimum standard required for 
inclusion seems to be four outputs of 3* ‘quality’ but some departments 
have required a higher standard, for example also requiring two 4* 
papers.  

 
2 The survey found that 26 out of the 44 respondents are being excluded 

solely on grounds that their research outputs ‘fall short of the University's 
required standard in terms of quality’. These highly damaging decisions 
not only assume that a precise determination of the quality of each 
output is possible but also that institutions like Warwick can accurately 
second-guess what the REF panels will do. But much original and 
important research does not fit into simple categories that admit of this 
treatment. 

 
3 Four individuals were told they are being excluded ‘for strategic reasons’.  

This means that, although their research would otherwise be seen as 
submissible, the university judges that it helps its strategy to exclude it, 
under the rules of the REF. This again suggests that the REF may be 
discouraging research in some cases. This is evidence of a 
misalignment between the incentives facing institutions and the stated 
aims of the REF to raise standards. 

 
4 A few staff have been excluded simply because their department has 

insufficient impact statements, and the rules of the REF prescribe a fixed 
relationship between the number of publications that can be submitted 
and impact statements.  

 
5 We found considerable diversity in members’ experiences of how the 

process of research assessment was conducted, suggesting there was 
little consistency. Nineteen respondents did not know whether their work 
was reviewed by internal or external experts so the process seems to be 
far from transparent.  

 
6 Fourteen respondents knew how many assessors had read their work 

before the decision to exclude was taken. In eleven cases this was two 
or more, which we would consider a minimum requirement of good 
practice. However the majority, 28 respondents, had no idea how many 
assessors had read their work. 

 
7 Members’ comments reveal concerns with the way assessors have been 

chosen; in some cases assessors did not have the necessary expertise 
to give an authoritative opinion. 

 



8 Only five respondents were allowed to read reviews of their work, and a 
further seven were allowed to read selected parts of them. Academics 
were not offered the right to correct factual errors and rebut erroneous 
arguments despite this having been requested by the UCU on the 
grounds that this is a fundamental principle of all academic life. 
Nevertheless a small number of respondents did insist on asserting the 
right of reply. 

 
9 Judgements about quality are clearly not robust in many cases, there 

having been crucial differences in grades awarded for the same output 
by different reviewers. The university’s approach seems to be that does 
not matter, that if there is a difference of opinion whether an output is 
‘internationally excellent’ (3* or 4*) or merely ‘internationally recognised’ 
(2*) then it should be excluded. Several members have commented on 
the sensitivity of this knife-edge judgement that we believe breaches the 
REF principle of inclusivity. 

 
10 The REF rules state that every piece of publicly available research 

output is eligible to be submitted regardless of whether it is published in 
a journal or in some other medium. Yet it is clear from respondents’ 
comments that some departments have disregarded publications not in 
journals and based their decisions on journal rankings. 

 
11 A majority of respondents, 28 academics, consider the selection process 

not to have been fair according to the criteria of transparency, 
consistency and inclusivity described in the REF Code of Practice. 

 
12 Interdisciplinary research has been treated particularly badly. In no case 

was this given as the reason for exclusion but sixteen academics said 
their work was interdisciplinary. Some said it had not been reviewed as 
such in a manner consistent with the way such research will be 
assessed by the REF Panels, but instead had been done according to 
narrow disciplinary criteria. Some members reported that the university’s 
REF selection committee had refused to consider requesting cross-
referring their research as laid down in the published REF procedure. 
One member, whose research was published in leading interdisciplinary 
journals, discovered it had not even been flagged as interdisciplinary by 
the committee on the REF2 form. It seems particularly worrying for the 
future of British research if institutions like Warwick have decided that 
their chances of doing well in the REF league table are optimised by 
excluding interdisciplinary research, some of which is often among the 
most innovative, original and important. 

 
13 Senior management at Warwick has stated that REF exclusion in itself 

does not constitute evidence of under performance. Sixteen respondents 
were told by their heads of department that it would have no detrimental 
effects for them, while 25 were given no such reassurance. Many 
members’ comments indicate their concern that they have been told in 
writing that their research falls short of ‘the university’s required standard 
in terms of quality’ but informed only orally that they are still in good 



standing. They are worried that such a letter will remain in their personal 
file indefinitely, putting them in limbo with obvious career implications. 

 
 

  



The survey questions, results and respondents’ comments 
 

1 Warwick UCU have been told that there will be three grounds on 
which individuals are to be excluded from the university's REF 
submission: insufficient quantity of research outputs, insufficient 
quality of research outputs and for strategic reasons.  
 
What reason does the letter you received from the Deputy Vice 
Chancellor Koen Lamberts give? 

 
Quantity:    11 
Quality: 26 
Both Quantity & Quality: 3 
For Strategic Reasons:  4 

Total 44 
 
 
 

2 Did your Head of Department explain how the decision was 
arrived at? 
 

Yes:    26 
No: 18 

Total 44 
 

Comments: 

• “I have tried hard but cannot get an answer from my HoD.” 
• “My HoD was out of the country for 4 weeks.” 
• “He said he would still include me if the papers were published in 

time before the submission deadline.” 
• “I had previously been informed that I would not be returned to the 

REF for strategic reasons. Despite this my letter from the DVC 
stated insufficient quality. HoD agreed this was probably unfair.” 

• “Not in complete detail but I was offered the opportunity to look at 
what documentation there was.” 

• “Not unless his judgements were challenged. Then he seemed to 
have used his own subjective ideas about journal rankings, some of 
which are far from being widely shared in the discipline. And 
anything multidisciplinary was automatically out.” 

• “Well, he did *after* I queried the letter.” 
• “The decision was taken by the departmental REF panel. However, it 

transpired that the decision was mainly based on the assessment of 
the HoD.” 

• “I was informed that the research items I had available did not 
include enough which would be considered to be 3* or above.” 

• “Very briefly, i.e. ‘an external assessor graded your article as a 3*’.” 



• “Only that the articles were reviewed and the review ‘came back’ as 
2* for two of the articles instead of the expected 3*.” 

• “A ludicrous meeting all about performance in which I was told it was 
not possible to discuss performance.” 

• “I did not meet him.” 
• “He has not given any explanation as to how the decision was made. 

At the time I had 3 3* papers as judged by external reviewers. The 
selection of these was seemingly done by the person involved with 
the submission googling appropriate terms for the research and by 
searching researchers in the UK only.” 

• “My HoD said it was on strategic grounds (including the limit on the 
number of submissions that could be made).” 

• “They said that reviews of my work differed widely. It was unclear on 
what evidence the decision had been taken. I have asked the DVC 
to explain the evidence used but he did not reply before he left 
Warwick.” 

 

 

3 Some members have been told they have been excluded only 
because their department has not got enough impact statements.  
 
Have you been told this is the reason in your case? 

Yes 3 
No 41 

Total 44 
 

Comments: 

• “I have been told that is the case for me, which is especially galling 
as my commercialisation with other colleagues is the most 
successful impact study!” 

• “Indeed, was told that, though I was to be excluded from REF, my 
impact was still to be captured, which I find bizarre: that research of 
below standard ‘quality’ can still claim ‘impact’.” 

 

 



4 The University's REF Code of Practice states that the selection 
process will adhere to principles of transparency, consistency 
across the institution and inclusivity enabling the University to 
identify all eligible staff who have produced excellent research for 
submission to the REF. We want to know whether these principles 
have been applied in practice.  
 
Please let us know how your work was assessed (select all that 
apply). 

Read by a named Warwick academic 10 
Read by an unidentified Warwick academic 8 
Read by a named academic external to Warwick 6 
Read by an unidentified academic external to Warwick 16 
Rated using widely recognised journal rankings or impact factors 4 
Rated using citations data 2 
Rated subjectively by the HoD or nominee 1 
I do not know 19 
Other (please specify) 15 
 

Comments: 

• “I was told the members of the REF committee who had looked at 
my work. As a preliminary process we were asked to self-assess the 
papers put forward.” 

• “Read by internal REF panel dominated by HoD.” 
• “Don’t know whether my papers have been assessed by being read 

by either an internal or external academic.” 
• “The Warwick academic indicated that he was not in full agreement 

with the external reviewer, and that he himself took a more positive 
view of my work, but apparently the external’s views were the 
deciding factor.” 

• “I know that my work was assessed internally; when my portfolio was 
scrutinised by OSG the assessment had been degraded; that the 
internal department assessor (present at the OSG meeting) objected 
to the re-ratings; and that he was over-ruled by the HoD (but 
whether on the Head’s own reading or on the reading of the external 
– whose name I only learned subsequently – I don’t know. In my 
case, the principles of transparency, consistency and inclusivity were 
violated, along with the primary of initiatory duty of consultation: my 
portfolio was submitted without my approval or consultation.” 

• “I was not told how my work was assessed.” 
• “Unclear if the HoD also had an influence in the selection.” 
• “I am a qualitative researcher using biographical methods. My 

papers were read internally by people who are not in my field of 
research and who are also quantitative researchers so they were 
critical of my research method.” 

• “Work not in a journal was not read or rated.” 



• “HoD made his own – very negative - assessment with work in 
internationally respected journals (widely seen as 3*/4*) he said to 
be 2*. When challenged he produced an anonymous ‘external 
review’ that supported him but obviously by a non-expert. I 
nominated my own list of external experts but none was consulted. 
Work is cross-disciplinary.” 

• “I am not sure that any of my work was assessed as none has been 
included.” 

• “Some of my work is highly cited and has more downloads and 
citations than colleagues who have been included – case of if your 
face fits?” 

• “The code of practice appears to have been followed, but the 
problem with this is that staff have no chance/right to challenge 
reviewer/department/university judgements on grounds of substance 
(rather than just process or personal circumstances).” 

• “My papers were scored in the wrong unit of assessment, 
acknowledged by my HoD.” 

• “Review by the university’s REF Operational Steering Group.” 

 

5  How many assessors read your work? 

None 1 
One 2 
Two 6 
More than two 5 
I have no idea 28 

Total 42 
 

Comments 

• “I think at least two, but perhaps three; in fact, I don’t know.” 
• “I was not told how many.” 
• “I don’t actually know – I have been told that one assessor read my 

work.” 
• “My submissions were rated 4* by a first external. This was clearly 

the ‘wrong’ grading as far as the Department was concerned, so 
they sent it to an internal who downgraded me to 3* and then to 
another external who further depressed some of the grade 3*s.” 

• “One or two (depending on the piece).” 
• “I suspect that no-one actually reads the work – it’s just journal rank 

and number of publications.” 

 

 



6  Were you allowed to read the review of your work? 

Yes 5 
I was only allowed to see selected parts of it 7 
I was not allowed to see any of it 8 
The review consisted only of numerical grades 3 
Other (please specify) 20 

Total 43 
 

Comments: 

• “Not offered to me – I didn’t know it was an option!” 
• “Don’t know.” 
• “I was not offered any advice on how my work was reviewed.” 
• “I was offered the opportunity and at the time was too confused and 

upset to think about looking at this. Since we were also told that we 
cannot question their academic judgement there did not seem much 
point looking at it.” 

• “I don’t know if my work has been read.” 
• “Yes, after I requested it. It was slapdash, failed to meet the 

minimum requirements of scholarly work, full of errors indicating the 
reviewer was ignorant of the field and had not properly read the 
papers, yet proceeded to say the papers (3 of them published in 
leading international journals) were not original (without giving a 
scrap of evidence – such as citing the actual original work). What 
was most worrying was that I was not allowed a right of reply to this 
load of tripe.” 

• “I was never offered an opportunity to read it.” 
• “I was not told anything other than numerical grades.” 
• “I presume that the 3-4 sentences and numerical grades were not 

the total review, but do not know.” 
• “Unaware of any review.” 
• “For one paper, there was only a grade. For the other three, some 

reviewers wrote a couple of sentences.” 
• “I have seen some reviews of my work. However, it is unclear which 

reviews were used to make the decision.” 
• “I had numerical grades but against the wrong unit of assessment.” 
• “No review was mentioned to me.” 
• “I had no idea I could read the review.” 
• “No, I have not seen any review of my work.” 
• “I am not aware that any of my work has been reviewed.” 

 

 



7  Do you consider that the process of evaluating your work has 
been done fairly according to the principles laid out in the Code of 
Practice? 
 

Yes 10 
No 28 
Total 38 

 

Comments:  

• “Secretive in the run up, cannot find my HoD afterwards. Appeal, 
how?” 

• “Probably, but there are large subjective judgements that could have 
had different outcomes.” 

• “I did read the code of practice, but cannot claim to have understood 
it, and feel I can therefore make no useful response to this question.” 

• “No – which is why I immediately sought external peer review from 
world leaders in my subject area who sent in reviews of specific 
elements in my submission. Supported by them and colleagues in 
my department, I kicked up a fuss. I simply could not afford to let the 
imputation about quality of research stand as a wrong judgement, a 
humiliation and an insult. But while my own exclusion was finally 
reversed, that reversal casts doubt (in my mind) upon every other 
exclusion.” 

• “Given what I have heard informally, I strongly suspect not.” 
• “Unlike most members of the department, my work was not sent to 

academics in my field and I feel I did not have the same chance as 
others to be assessed.” 

• “No idea.” 
• “Not at all. There has been no transparency, summary judgements 

being made in a seemingly arbitrary manner. There seems to have 
been no consistency, criteria and methods varying widely between 
departments: some departments required four papers rated at 3*, 
some also required two at 4*”. 

• “Well, I have no major objections as the outcome overall was similar 
to my own judgement. However, I would not agree to every 
individual assessment and feel that it is a ridiculous procedure 
considering in order to be published it had already undergone a 
‘serious’ review.” 

• “I don’t know as I don’t know what process was followed.” 
• “Not sure.” 
• “I could write a whole book about this. The difference between a 2* 

and a 3* paper is not consistent in any shape or form. And, yet, 
people will lose their jobs over it.” 

• “No idea.” 
• “It was evaluated inconsistently with other members of my 

department.” 
• “It was all smoke, mirrors and total lack of transparency.” 



• “Wrong Unit of Assessment, opaque process, not qualitative 
feedback.” 

• “The fact stated in the letter that only appeal possible would be on 
medical grounds seems bizarre, and the tone resembled a letter 
informing student of an exam failure (but without appeal).” 

• “I have no idea, no data to judge this statement.” 
• “Probably” 
• “I am a bit confused by the whole thing. I have actually had my final 

article accepted by a journal, for publication before December 2013, 
and have been told by my HoD and director of research that I will 
now be back in the REF, which I was also told (verbally) was the 
desire of the REF strategy group. I am hoping that this will be the 
case.” 

• “When I queried the letter I received I was told my ABS (Association 
of Business Schools International Guide to Academic Journal 
Quality) points profile wasn’t enough to be included.” 

 

 

8  The REF panels have said they do not want to discourage 
interdisciplinary research and will make special arrangements to 
ensure that such work is properly evaluated. Our evidence leads us 
to suspect that this may be being ignored at Warwick and 
interdisciplinary work undervalued.  

Was your work excluded because it was interdisciplinary? 

Yes 0 
No 14 
It is interdisciplinary but that was not the 
reason given 

16 

I don’t know 11 
Total 41 

 

Comments: 

• “I work closely with colleagues in the US, but how does this fit in with 
REF?” 

• “A significant part of my work has been interdisciplinary and 
consequently higher risk, which has led to a lower output in some 
areas. The Department will benefit financially because of my 
success in commercialising this high risk work, but I lose out 
because it cannot be published in academic journals as easily.” 

• “I was told that some consideration had been given to my work being 
included in another department’s submission, but this was not 
pursued.” 



• “I pointed out, responding to the numerical marking of my work, that 
one piece, which is clearly interdisciplinary, had not been assessed 
under this criterion.” 

• “All my work is uniquely interdisciplinary yet it has not been 
assessed as such - which is strange given the importance Warwick 
says it places on such work in a lot of its publicity material - and that 
is the reason for my exclusion. My letter said it was below the quality 
standard required by the university – it should have said that the 
university is following a strategy of submitting only narrowly 
discipline-based research.” 

• “It did not fit into the disciplinary panel and no attempt was made to 
seek cross-referral thereby contravening the principle of inclusivity in 
the Code of Practice. I am given to understand that OSG considering 
my papers said they would not cross-refer.” 

• “It is interdisciplinary, but no reason except ‘quality’ was mentioned.” 

 

 

9  Warwick UCU have been told by the University that ‘exclusion 
does not in itself warrant action under the Performance 
Management procedure, although it may be an important 
indicator”. 
 
Did your Head of Department tell you that REF exclusion would 
not in itself be detrimental for you personally? 

Yes 16 
No 25 

Total 41 
 

Comments: 

• “I cannot get any discussion or feedback from my HoD.” 
• “I was explicitly told that the REF decision did not affect my 

relationship with the Department.” 
• “Since being excluded I have been moved from Stage 1 to Stage 2 

(of the performance management procedure). It has not been 
explained to me why this is the case.” 

• “I have had no discussion with my HoD; but how could the branding - 
‘fall[s] short of the University’s required standards in terms of quality’ 
– not have personal impact: how could such an exclusion be 
countered when, for example, I next requested study leave for 
research?” 

• “I do not believe the words used were as clear as stated above.” 
• “I did not meet my head of department.” 
• “He said it would have an impact on my career, research and 

attendance at conferences.” 
• “There has been no conversation.” 



• “I am already at the very informal stage of performance management 
(before the ‘formal’ informal stage) entirely because of the way my 
papers had been graded. My HoD said he did not know how this 
would affect me.” 

• “I was led to believe this would draw a line under what had gone 
before.” 

• “I got a quite definite letter from my HoD stating that in no way would 
it affect my contract status. HoD response positive for me in this.” 

• “I felt my HoD was supportive to my case.” 
• “I am worried for this even though I was excluded for strategic 

reasons.” 
• “I was told that there would be consequences or ramification but that 

HoD did not know what these would be. I was told that the University 
likes to put people who are not entered in REF onto teaching-only 
contracts.” 

• “My HoD did not say that exclusion would not be detrimental, but he 
did tell me that he had been assured that there was no necessary 
link between exclusion and the performance management 
procedure.” 

 

 

10 If the answer to the last question was "no", what were you told the 
consequences would be? 

You would be expected to transfer to a teaching-
only contract or required to do more teaching 

0 

You would be put on performance management 
or asked to leave 

3 

Other (please specify) 22 
Total 25 

 

Comments: 

• “Said it was not clear yet.” 
• “I think he still hopes to submit me. There is very good chance that 

my last paper will be published in time for REF.” 
• “In effect I seem to be on performance management already.” 
• “I do not understand how it can not be problematic.” 
• “My own thought is that exclusion would act as leverage to 

encourage/push senior members of academic staff into retirement – 
given that there is no longer a statutory retirement age.” 

• “I believe he said there would probably be no direct consequences 
but it was still vague.” 

• “I was already on the performance management scheme. My 
impression is that exclusion will be used later as an argument to get 
rid of the person.” 



• “The DVC has said that exclusion does not in itself have any 
negative career implications but my HoD and HR do not seem to see 
things that way. My HoD said he wanted to put me on performance 
management even though exclusion was on grounds of ‘quality’.” ” 

• “I was told no consequences, but when pushed my HoD admitted it 
would affect promotion and sabbatical applications.” 

• “The HoD said he did not know what the consequences would be.” 
• “My HoD will work with me to develop a writing profile and gain some 

writing experience.” 
• “Moved onto more and more teaching earlier – obviously 

management were planning ahead – have hit a brick wall.” 
• “The HoD was vague throughout the meeting.” 


